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SUBJECT:.: CORCliA/J Missi·o:il. #1011, Contingency Incident
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CORONA/J miss~on #1011 was launched 5 Octob~r 1964.
The mission provided for recovery of two separate SRVs
containing exposed filmo The first was successfully
recovered on 10 October; the second failed to res.,pond to
recovery sequence tasking on' 13 October' 1964 and remailled
in orbit attached to the second stage Agella.rocket which
houses the camera equipment. Through telemetry, it was
concluded that the ablative shield,-which protects the SRV
from re-entry he'at, became disconnected :from the' SRV as a
result of a sa:fety feature built into the recovery sequency,
put nevertheless remained attached to the Agena, thereby
;providing an. ablative housing :for the SRV, at least :for such
,:::
time as forces of re-entry might effect .a disunion of the ..____.. ~_.:_-?;:"-~
ablative shield and tile SRV from the Agenao
'.. :. . .~~,..~
.
.
Re-entry. resulted from nomal orbital decay and impact
was computed as having occurred ·at 0943Z, 26.0ctober (plus
~br~~n~~ :o~~~~t:~)1
revnl nt.ion 329. :eh1cle travell~~ A
(b)( 1)
visual confirmation
a.re-entfirl,.ng ObJec: was recel.veJ :from
(b)(3)
a DEW LINE station at 09~lZ.
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A speCial l':'eview by NSA has. failed to· disclose f·rom COM:rNT
sources any unusual activity on the part of the Soviets related . , ':-"
to this event. An aircraft search of the predicted impact
. _:_,
area was considered but not instituted due to a combination of .unfavorable factors: poor lighting conditions (approximately
~
i6m:inutes of 4 degree sun angle a day diminishing to zero by
......
1 November) I deteriorating weather conditions and a possible
.' ~
'Variance of plus or minus 1500 miles o~ the actual impact ___ . ..:... .... :-~
point froID. the predicted 75 degree latitude impact point.
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GAMBIT mission ;114013 vias tasked for' cam~ra operat:i.on'· o~~i::~~::?~
the predicted impact area on 26 October, however I failure of
. o.'~;=t1
mission 401.3 occu~red in connection with recover-y ope;-at~Qn~
--- .~-.~'~
on 27 October. No further action is_~ticipatedat this .time~
.~
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